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Commodity outlook
Agricultural Land

We expect demand for land will hold tough in drought regions, helping to lay a price floor for 2020

Grains & Oilseeds

Cautious consumer-buying and new supplies to limit local price upside during harvest

Dairy

All the signs point to buoyant dairy commodity pricing well into 2020

Beef

Strong global demand will continue to support cattle prices

Sheepmeat

Prices to ease but low lamb supply will limit downside

Sugar

Rabobank forecasts full-season sugar output at 4.3m tonnes, despite the lowest cane crop since 2013

Cotton

Rabobank sees current domestic prices as a temporary peak, given two potential (bearish) outcomes

Wool

Wool prices level out but uncertainty continues

Wine

Rabobank expects US tariffs on European wines to present an opportunity for Australian still wines in the US, with
the opportunity greater for wines in the lower end of the premium and value segments

Horticulture

Rabobank expects competition to continue to intensify in export markets for fresh table grapes, cherries and
avocados across 2019-20 and beyond

Fertiliser

Supply continues to outweigh demand across the global nutrient complex, placing a lid on any potential global
nitrogen and phosphate price upside during Q4 2019.

FX

We forecast the AUD to reach USc 65 within 12 months

Oil

After bottoming out at USD 57/bbl during October, we expect the crude oil market fundamentals to improve
considerably, elevating Brent Crude to USD 74/bbl before the year-end

No signs of improvement
Relative soil moisture, October 2019

Above-average temperatures and below-average rainfall continued
across the country during October. According to the Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM), it was the third-warmest October on record for
Australia, and the driest October on record for southern Australia.
A strong Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) event is driving the dry conditions
across central and southern Australia. BOM suggests this is the strongest
IOD since 1997.
Perhaps the highlight of the month was storm activity in central
Queensland, which brought rainfall of between 50 and 100mm. Decent
rain reached parts of Northern and Western NSW during early November.
Bourke recorded 66mm during one 24-hour period.
Very few significant falls were recorded in other agricultural regions. Moree
recorded 7.2mm on October 12, the first rain recorded since July 10.

Source: BOM, 2019
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Climate drivers favour more dry weather
The Bureau of Meteorology expects the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) to weaken in
coming months. Given the current strength of the IOD, BOM expects that it may take
several months to move to neutral territory. The Southwest Indian Monsoon has
persisted longer than usual, which has lengthened the duration of the positive IOD.

Three-month outlook, Nov-Jan 2020

BOM expects ENSO to remain neutral into 2020, having little influence on weather
patterns.
Furthermore, BOM has forecast a negative phase of the Southern Annular Mode
(SAM) during November. A negative SAM usually delivers drier-than-average
conditions to Eastern Australia, and increases the likelihood of extreme heatwaves in
southern and eastern Australia during spring months.
Beyond November, the three-month outlook has improved for the west coast. The
chance of above-median rainfall for the east states has also improved, although
remains below 40 percent for most of Tas, Vic, NSW and QLD.

Source: BOM 2019

Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

Three-month outlook, Dec-Feb 2020

Source: BOM 2019
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Drought demand will hold tough
Our outlook for land prices is broken into two halves. In drought-affected states, we expect land
price growth to stabilize, supported by resilient demand and a very limited number of properties on
the market. Elsewhere, our outlook is more positive. We see land prices continuing to increase, fueled
by record demand in some parts of the country, and few opportunities to buy.
Perhaps the most reassuring aspect of the Australian land market currently, is the resilience of
demand in drought-affected regions. In all states, an increased number of the 1000 farmers
interviewed as a part of the most recent Rabobank rural confidence survey indicated that they
intended to purchase more land within 12 months. Rainfall in parts of NSW and QLD has increased the
number of farmers with intentions to buy land by 0.9 percent in both NSW and QLD, to 4.1 percent
and 2.6 percent respectively. While this is approximately half of the number of farmers at the same
point in 2016, for both states, supply is very tight ensuring demand still outweighs supply, and prices
remain stable.
In WA and Tasmania, purchasing intentions are near the highest point on record since we started the
survey in Q1 2016. As of 30 June 2018, according to ABARES, the three-year average rolling reported
farm operating profit was at the highest point since 1990, which is enabling farmers to buy more land.
Wes Lefroy
Agricultural Analyst

+61 2 8115 2008
wesley.lefroy@rabobank.com

Agricultural
Land

The number of properties transacted during the recent spring selling season has remained at
historical lows on either side of the country. During 2020 we expect a slight increase the number of
properties on the market in drought-affected regions, as ‘would-be sellers’ bring their properties to
market for lifestyle reasons. Where rainfall has been more substantial, we expect the number of
properties on the market to remain at historical lows. With the market so thinly traded, changes to
supply will have a greater impact on prices than under normal conditions.

What to Watch
Interregional purchases– With such a variation in price growth across regions, and limited supply
available, farmers will increasingly have to look outside their region in order to expand and achieve
greater economies of scale. During 2019, we have seen examples of both ‘interregional relocation’ and
‘interregional diversification’. An increased number of buyers from outside the region, largely led by large
farmers, will add to competition for land purchases. You can read my latest paper ‘Unlocking
opportunities to buy Australian cropping land’ here.

Big farms are driving demand
12-month land purchase intentions by state (LHS) and average farm income (RHS)
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AU balance sheet to remain tight but cautious
consumer-buying subdues prices

Cheryl Kalisch Gordon
Senior Analyst
Grains & Oilseeds
+61 2 6363 5900
cheryl.kalisch-gordon@rabobank.com

Grains &
Oilseeds

Weather concerns in a number of global wheat supply regions strengthened CBOT wheat by 3.5% this month
and has contributed to a lift in our 12-month CBOT wheat forecast. CBOT wheat gains helped offset some
price decline in those Australian regions where harvest has started, or is near. However, domestic buyers have
continued hand-to-mouth buying and this has taken prices lower.
As the headers get rolling in earnest in WA and SA, QLD finishes up and NSW considers harvesting the little it has, it
is only in VIC that we expect close to an average harvest volume. Our forecast is for Australia’s winter crop harvest
to be just 27.7m tonnes this year, down 9 percent on last year’s disappointment, and more than 30 percent below
the five-year average. See Tough Times, Low Tonnes: Australian 2019/20 Winter Crop Production for full details of our
forecast.
Domestic grain prices were lower MOM across most of the country, as new crop supply started coming online. But
with prices still strong by historic standards, consumers have also remained hesitant in the market. NSW and QLD
consumers are keenly awaiting increased YOY VIC grain availability. Our expectation of a 58% YOY increase for VIC
grain production will allow grain to move up north into NSW and QLD – transhipment of supply from SA and WA
will also continue, but will be down YOY. Despite continued dryness, low stocks and still full feedlots in NSW and
QLD, basis fell this month, by 6% and 18% respectively, and due to harvest pressure in Adelaide (-17%) and
Geelong (-24%).
Globally, wheat prices firmed MOM as the balance sheet tightened slightly. The USDA lowered global 2019/20
wheat production by just over 0.3m tonnes. The main reduction, of 1m tonnes, was for Australia, where the USDA
optimistically still pegs the crop at 18m tonnes, far above Rabobank’s forecast of 15.8m tonnes – with more USDA
cuts to come. Australia’s reduction was offset by a 1m tonne increase for Europe, where recent rain and higher
temperatures improved planting conditions. We now see CBOT wheat trading between USc 500/bu and USc
515/bu throughout 2020, up around 5% from our previous forecast. However, global production is still on track
to be up 3% YOY, meaning upside is capped and downside risk prevails.
World barley production is expected to be up over 11.6% and stocks up 24% this year following the USDA’s
October increase of 1.7m tonnes. This includes a 0.5m tonne MOM increase for Saudi Arabia which is likely to
further ease demand for Australian barley.

What to Watch
•

•

Pre-harvest glyphosate use – During the month, Thailand announced that effective from December 1 this year,
it will have a zero tolerance policy for glyphosate for grain imports. This will add to the demand for barley that
can be vendor-declared as having not been treated with glyphosate pre-harvest.
Argentina’s harvest – On the back of hail and frost, Argentina’s wheat harvest forecast has been reduced by the
Rosario Board of Trade to 19.8m tonnes, up 1.3% YOY and 0.7m tonnes below the USDAs estimate. After
Argentina secured notable market share from Australia in Indonesia during 2018/19, heightened attention
should be paid to the final harvest size. A larger harvest will create further difficulties for Australian grain exports.

East-West divide opens
Basis wars: West vs East

APW wheat, still historically strong
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Further pain for Australia’s profit pool
Milk production continues to tumble in Australia. Australia lost a further 137m litres in the first
quarter of the new season. This represented a drop of 6%, with falls recorded across all states.
However, the rate of decline has started to moderate. Challenging conditions persist in many
regions but there are some key dairying regions in a position to begin to recover despite a late
start to the season. Rabobank is still forecasting national milk production to decline by 3% in the
2019/20 season.
There have been further increases in farmgate milk prices. Saputo Dairy Australia lifted the weighted
average milk price by AUD 0.15/kgMS following their latest pricing review. The 2019/20 milk price
now sits at AUD 6.95/kgMS. Bega Cheese also lifted their milk price for southern and NSW suppliers.
The profit pool of the Australian dairy sector continues to be challenged. Due to the difficult trading
conditions, Bega Cheese issued wFY20 earnings that were weaker than consensus forecasts. Weaker
export demand was partly to blame; but dwindling milk supply and excess processing capacity across
the sector, which is fuelling fierce milk pricing, was the main cause.
Michael Harvey
Senior Analyst
Dairy
+61 3 9940 8407

Global balance in commodity markets remains broadly favourable due to relatively positive
fundamentals. Milk prices continue to increase across the key exporting regions. However, dairy
farmers in most export regions have struggled to convert improving market conditions to production
growth. Rabobank does expect milk production growth across the major exporting regions to gather
pace as the market moves through 2020.

michael.harvey@rabobank.com

What to watch

Dairy

•

Global uncertainties. Trade tensions between a number of key dairy trading partners continue.
Most recently, the US increased tariffs on a range of dairy products from the EU. While the impact
on Australia’s trade is minimal, the impact of tensions in other regions continues to dominate
market focus. There are also ongoing geopolitical tensions and uncertainties.

Seasonal milk peaks in Oceania now passed
Global dairy prices, 2014-2019

Production growth key exporting regions
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Limited cattle supplies and strong
global demand drive markets
With the onset of spring there has been some improved feed availability in some southern areas
which has supported younger cattle prices. But we believe the combination of more limited cattle
supplies and strong global demand is the major contributor to improved cattle prices through
October. The EYCI lifted from AUD 4.88/kg cwt in late September to AUD 5.00/kg cwt on 24
October. Reflecting the shortage of finished cattle, the spread between heavy steers and weaner
steers remains at some of the highest levels in ten years. Strong global demand and limited cattle
supplies are likely to hold the market steady for the next month. Good rain in central Queensland
in late October will provide some welcome respite but is not expected to result in any large price
movement at this stage.

Angus Gidley-Baird
Senior Analyst
Animal Protein
+61 2 8115 4058
angus.gidley-baird@rabobank.com

Cattle slaughter for August (741,000 head) was the same as August 2018 volumes. Cow slaughter
(411,000 head) remains higher than 2018 but this is offset by lower male slaughter (330,000 head) .
Preliminary slaughter figures for September and October show numbers continue to track higher
than 2018.
September beef exports (105,372 tonnes swt) were up 15% YOY and year-to-date exports are up
7% on 2018 levels. Volumes to China were not affected by the triggering of the safeguard measure
in August that saw tariffs revert to pre-FTA levels, and we saw September volumes jump to be up
123% on September 2018 volumes.

What to watch

Beef

•

US import prices reach record levels – Assisted by a weaker Australian dollar, US lean imported
trimmings are currently trading at record levels in AUD terms. While not at record levels in USD
terms, they continue to push higher at a time of the year that would normally see them soften.
This has opened up a huge spread to the US domestic lean trimmings prices, which will
challenge importers of Australian product.

Strong global markets driving domestic
cattle prices
The EYCI firms again

US import prices for Australian lean trimmings at
record levels
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New season lambs see prices ease
but low supplies limit downside
After remaining firm around AUD 8/kg for most of October, the ESTLI dipped at the end of the
month to AUD 7.72/kg cwt on 24 October. After very limited supplies from June to August, new
season lamb numbers started to increase in September, causing price to ease again. Most lamb
classes saw a dip at the end of October but mutton prices, which had lifted through early October,
remained firm at just over AUD 5.50/kg by the end of the month. Now that new season lambs are
entering the market in larger numbers, prices are expected to ease over the coming months.
However, ongoing limited supplies and strong export markets will continue to provide strong
support, preventing any large drops in price.

Angus Gidley-Baird
Senior Analyst
Animal Protein
+61 2 8115 4058
angus.gidley-baird@rabobank.com

Lamb (1.505m head) and sheep (702,000 head) slaughter continued to remain below last years
levels for the month of August. Lamb slaughter has been at or below 1.5m head for three
consecutive months. Levels this low have not been experienced since early 2011 – a previous peak
in the lamb price cycle. Weekly slaughter numbers through September and October show lamb
slaughter increasing as new season lambs start to enter the market in numbers. However, volumes
continue to remain below 2018 levels.
September lamb exports (20,376 tonnes swt) saw a 15% jump on August levels reflecting
increased supplies. Mutton exports (15,213 tonnes swt) also increased on August levels but remain
behind 2018 volumes, reflective of the lower sheep numbers and slaughter. China remains the
driving export market with September lamb exports up 132% on 2018 volumes. We expect
Chinese demand to remain strong for the coming months.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

New season lambs – the opposing forces of dry conditions that have limited pasture
availability and the grazing of crops will create an interesting dynamic on the supply of new
season lambs. Weekly slaughter numbers show volumes increasing through September and
October, after very low months of June to August. Lower lambing and limited ability to finish
may draw out slaughter volumes over the coming months.

Low lamb supply is supporting prices
Lamb slaughter at 1.5m head or below for third
consecutive month
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season lamb supplies lift
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2019 domestic harvest winds up
The 2019 Australian harvest begins to wind up, with Bundaberg and Mossman mills the first to
finish this season’s campaign. Several other mills are due to follow through November,
particularly through the Northern, Burdekin & Central regions. Dry seasonal conditions have
allowed for steady progress, despite some mill delays, with harvest now 85% nationally complete
vs. 87.6% last year. While cane volumes are generally lower – the impact of early season dryness –
2019 CCS-to-date remains relatively strong at 14%. Rabobank forecasts full season sugar output at
4.3m tonnes, despite the lowest cane crop since 2013.
Recent flooding across India’s Maharashtra, coupled with earlier drought, looks to reduce
2019/20 production prospects. This follows two consecutive near-record Indian harvests, which
have swelled domestic stocks to some 14m-15m tonnes. Indian exports remain a hot market topic
after the government announced subsidies for up to 6m tonnes of exports – a factor likely to
pressure prices. For now, global prices sit below the levels needed to draw out Indian supplies –
the ICE #11 needs to reach nearer USc 13-USc 14/lb before Indian exports are made in any volume.
Charles Clack
Commodity Analyst
Sugar and Cotton

charles.clack01@rabobank.com

Sugar taxation has been implemented more widely through Asia through 2019, with Malaysia
introducing taxes in July and Thailand entering its next ‘implementation’ stage in October. These
countries join a list of countries implementing a ‘sugar tax’, including the UK, Chile, Ireland and
South Africa. Drink reformulation and increased consumption of alternative sweeteners tend to be
a common outcome of these taxes. However, the impact on overall sugar consumption remains
less clear. Rabobank forecasts a slowdown in global sugar consumption growth this season, led by
more developed countries (including Australia).

What to watch

Sugar

•

The Asian sugarcane harvest is set to begin this quarter, with India, Thailand and China all
due to start harvesting. The size of these crops will attract significant market attention, since
global fundamentals could be heavily impacted as a result.

•

Rabobank will be releasing its 2020 Agri Commodity Market Outlook this month, containing
fresh fundamental analysis & price forecasting into the 2020/21 season. Grains, oilseeds, sugar
and cotton will be included in this latest research.

Australia set to record the lowest cane crop
since 2013, with sugar output at 4.3m tonnes
ICE #11 upside and AUD depreciation drive
marginal strength for sugar prices in AUD/tonne
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For now, global prices sit below the levels needed to draw out Indian supplies – the ICE #11 needs to reach
nearer USc 13-USc 14/lb before Indian exports are made in any volume.

Trade talks tease markets
Trade negotiations between US President Trump and Chinese President Xi drive optimism
through global cotton futures. President Trump is hoping to sign off ‘Phase One’ of negotiations
in November, which could remove current and upcoming US tariffs in exchange for Chinese
commitments to purchase US agricultural goods. US cotton is expected to be included in this deal.
With nothing yet confirmed, positive rhetoric has driven ICE #2 prices up 8% through October on
the December 2019 contract – translating into AUD 580/bale locally. Rabobank sees current
domestic prices as a temporary peak, given two potential (bearish) outcomes: 1) US-China trade
talks fail, pressuring the ICE #2 and reducing prices, or 2) China commits to US cotton purchases,
supporting the ICE #2 marginally, but significantly eroding local basis.
Australia’s central east coast remains considerably low on soil moisture and irrigation water,
both of which threaten 2019/20 production. National 2019/20 production prospects remain in
the 820,000-900,000 bale region – the lowest production since 2007/08 if realised. With fewer
available export bales next season, Rabobank anticipates that Brazil will gain market share in
Australia’s traditional export markets.
Charles Clack
Commodity Analyst
Sugar and Cotton

charles.clack01@rabobank.com

Global cotton stocks are set to build some 3m bales in 2019/20, even as output shrinks here in
Australia. The expansion – led predominately by the US – comes despite continued Chinese
destocking. If realised, this stock building has the potential to swell global exporter supplies to
record levels. A heavy balance sheet, coupled with heightened export competition should limit
price upside in the 12-month period.

What to watch

Cotton

•

The US-China trade negotiation is the number one short-term influence for cotton, with the
ICE #2 Cotton future set for volatility in the event of both a ‘deal’ or a ‘no deal’ situation. While
rhetoric becomes more positive, nothing will fundamentally change until deals are signed.

•

Rabobank will be releasing its 2020 Agri Commodity Market Outlook this month, containing
fresh fundamental analysis and price forecasting into the 2020/21 season. Grains, oilseeds,
sugar and cotton will be included in this latest research.

US-China trade negotiations drive optimism
through global cotton futures
Rabobank forecasts local prices in a AUD 545-AUD
580/bale range for the coming six-month period
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The US-China trade negotiation is the number one short-term influence for cotton, with the ICE #2 Cotton future set
for volatility in the event of both a ‘deal’ or a ‘no deal’ situation.

Wool prices level out but
uncertainty continues
Wool prices eased slightly over the course of the month after dipping initially to then recover
through the latter half of the month. The EMI finished the week of 1 November at AUc 1594/kg
after commencing the month at AUc 1609/kg. While there continues to be uncertainty and
volatility in global markets, indications from the US and China are suggesting that there may be
some resolution to disputes before the end of the year. At the same time, reports from the Nanjing
Wool conference in late September showed that Chinese stocks of wool at early stage processing
had increased through 2018 and into 2019, with stocks in June 2019 double the levels of 2016.
Such stocks will continue to be a downside risk for the industry until they are cleared.

Angus Gidley-Baird
Senior Analyst
Animal Protein
+61 2 8115 4058

Wool test data to the end of October shows lower volumes than 2018. Bales tested for year-to-date
(534,167) are down 11.2% on 2018 volumes with greasy weight tested down 10.8%. Interestingly
the progressive data for the year to October show wool tested in Victoria and South Australia is
down 14.1% and 16.5%, while wool tested in NSW is down 9.3%.
Export volumes for the month of August (9.74m kg) are 37.6% down on the volumes in 2018. The
Chinese market saw one of the largest falls, down 40.6%, while the Czech Republic, Malaysia and
Korea also saw large falls.

angus.gidley-baird@rabobank.com

What to watch

Wool

•

Chinese wool production – While much focus has been on the impacts of African Swine Fever
on global meat markets, there may yet be an impact on the wool industry. Increased meat
prices in China may force increased sheep slaughter and, as a result, reduce Chinese wool
production. In 2018, Chinese sheep inventory dipped to 161m and wool production dropped
to 356,608 tonnes, the lowest level in ten years. Any further contraction may result in
stronger Chinese import demand in the future.

Prices are more stable but the high Chinese
stocks may only be a short-term problem
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Kicking the bottle down the road
October was a busy month in global trade circles. The WTO approved the US to apply retaliatory
tariffs to some European wines. A continued state of Brexit flux exists in the UK, that feels more like
can-kicking than anything concrete. These events continue to create both opportunity and
uncertainty for wine exporters.
The US is to go ahead with implementing a 25% ‘ad valorem’ retaliatory tariff on wines from Europe .
Our latest Wine Quarterly highlights that the tariffs will force some European wineries to make
difficult choices when it comes to margins. The tariffs are expected to provide opportunities for
exporters to the US. The value of Australian wine exports to the US have continued to rise YOY for the
12 months to September 2019 compared to the same period prior at around 3%, on reduced volume
of around 9%.
Rabobank expects that higher-priced wines are likely to be less sensitive to price increases. Increased
competition is therefore likely to be found in the value wine segment and the lower end of the
premium segment. Notwithstanding Australia’s continued push into the premium segment, with the
expected substitution effect likely to occur from the tariffs, Australian wines are perhaps better placed
than countries such as New Zealand to attract new US consumers.
Hayden Higgins
Senior Analyst
Horticulture & Wine
+64 6 974 9504
hayden.higgins@rabobank.com

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson ultimately failed in his pledge to deliver a final Brexit outcome with the
deadline delayed yet again. But, this time, an election is set to occur in the middle of the process which
is likely to provide more change to the landscape. This makes it difficult for wine exporters to plan
supply programmes, as, nothing is ever certain. Import volumes of Australian wine into the UK slowed
in 12 month period to September 2019, including in the final quarter, with inventory already
accrued prior to previous deadlines.

What to watch

Wine

•

US recession - Rabobank expects a recession to occur in the US in the second half of 2020 as
economic data points to a continued slowdown. The impact of this on wine consumption is hard
to gauge currently, and exporters should be watching buyer activity alongside economic reporting
as we cross over into 2020.

Positive ground for Australia in the US
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Australian wine exports to the US continued to growth in the year to the end of September 2019. Total
export litres were reduced but overall value per litre continued to increase as Australian wines push for
more share of the premium segment.

Markets remain competitive
Competition in export markets continues for Australian horticultural exporters as global supply
continues to grow across key permanent crops such as fresh table grapes, cherries and avocados.
Peru’s continued expansion of table grape plantings since 2013-14 is entering markets, including Hong
Kong, an important market for both Peru and Australia. We expect continued exports from Peru to
flow into Hong Kong as Peru’s volumes continue to rise over the next four or five years.
Development continues in New Zealand for fresh cherry production, creating future competition in the
premium segment for Australian fresh cherries in some of our key export markets. Recent visits by
RaboResearch to Central Otago orchards highlight continued enthusiasm for ongoing
development in fresh cherries. The current early stages of the season are showing promising signs of
an improved NZ crop volume for the 2019-20 seasons, but there is still some way to go to harvest.
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Exports of Australian fresh avocados continued to rise YOY to June 2019, with good performance
in key markets across Asia. Malaysia remained the largest market for Australian fresh avocado exports,
followed by Hong Kong. Indonesia was the fastest growing market for Australian exports, albeit off a
low base. While Australia remains the staple market for New Zealand exports, good growth into other
markets has been occurring, including Taiwan, Thailand and Hong Kong. As highlighted on the graph
on the next page, Australia currently faces little competition in Indonesia. The US is the only other key
supplier who is counter-seasonal to Australia, followed by a small volume from New Zealand. The
picture becomes a bit more complex in both Malaysia and Hong Kong, where there is much more
competition from other global export powerhouses.

What to watch


Horticulture

Further opportunity for Australian horticultural exports in India – The RCEP trade talks are
taking place in India – a market that grew imports of fruit and nuts by over USD 2 bn since 2008.
Whether the government can negotiate better trade terms with India for fresh produce exports
will be of keen interest to the Australian horticulture sector – currently ranked around number 12
by import value for fruits and nuts into India.

The tale of two markets
Indonesia fresh avocado imports by supplier,
volume

Malaysia fresh avocado imports by supplier,
volume
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The competition for Australian avocados is much more evident in the Malaysian market than it is in
Indonesia, just as Hong Kong is also a highly competitive market.

Kenya
Mexico

Excess supply weighing on prices
Supply continues to outweigh demand across the global nutrient complex, placing a lid on any
potential global nitrogen and phosphate price upside during Q4 2019.
In USD terms, global phosphate benchmarks have lost one-third of their value in 12 months, and
are now at their lowest point since 2007. Extra supply has now hit the market, resulting from the
steady investment in production capacity by many of the world’s producers during 2017 and 2018.
Alongside additional supply, demand in some key markets has also fallen. Weather during the US
planting season reduced spot demand. This impact on phosphate markets was exacerbated by
record imports between October 2018 and March 2019.
For the remainder of 2019, we expect global phosphate prices to stabilise. For many producers,
the global benchmark is now below the cost of production. Following a resumption in production
early in 2020, we expect prices to remain around the USD 350/tonne (~AUD 500/tonne) mark,
during Q1 2020.
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Global urea benchmarks have now fallen for the third consecutive month. After reaching a peak
during July of USD 290/tonne FOB (AUD 426/tonne), urea ex Middle East was USD 259/tonne (AUD
374/tonne) FOB at the October close. Despite this fall, prices remain above the five year average for
October. During 2H 2019, two factors have supported prices; (1) delayed subsidy payments
reduced Indian domestic production, which increased import demand and (2) uncertainties about
Iran’s ability to export. This price support has ultimately been offset by strong Chinese exports,
which have pushed global prices down since July. In the months ahead, we expect prices to
remain under pressure.

What to Watch

Farm Inputs

•

Australian Urea Stocks - According to the latest trade data from CRU, Australian urea importers
had their biggest month in over three years in July, importing some 515,000 tonnes. Year-to-date
(end of August), urea imports were 1.79m tonnes, well ahead of the 1.40m tonnes imported
during the same period in 2018. Improved imports YOY, will help to avoid the shortages
witnessed earlier this winter, next season.
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AUD rises on (false) hopes of a
return to global stability
We forecast the AUD to reach USc 65 within 12 months.
The AUD gained almost USc 2 during October – and was trading at USc 69.1 on 4 November: its
highest level in three months. The appreciation in the AUD occurred alongside that of many emerging
market currencies during the month, and to some extent reflected common drivers. In particular,
progress was made during the month to avoid the UK crashing out of the EU without a deal, while the
market appeared to believe talk that an interim trade deal between the US and China was coming.
The appreciation of the AUD also appears to have been supported by the combination of a rate cut in
the US and data that suggested such a cut is less likely in Australia in the near term .
As we had anticipated, the US Fed decided to cut rates by 25bp for a third time this year to 1.75%.
More importantly, the Fed made clear that this is it: the mid-cycle adjustment is now complete and
they are on hold. Chairman Powell also added that it would require a major shift upwards in inflation to
get them to raise rates again, or for geopolitics to go wrong for them to be forced to cut: otherwise
they are done.
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The data flow in Australia was less expected. There was a surge in Australian building approvals, and
stronger-than-expected inflation data. Combined, these make a rate cut in Australia much less likely
in the near term.
We hold our view that the AUD will depreciate against the USD over the next 12 months, as the
global economy slows, US/China trade talks fail (renewing a sense of heightened global risks) and
rates are cut in Australia.

What to watch

FX

•

A slowing Chinese economy. In September, investment growth slowed to 5.4% YOY, the
second-lowest on record, with increasing reliance on borrowing-led state spending and, yet
again, the over-supplied steel and property sectors. Retail sales growth was 7.8% YOY, but auto
sales were -6.1% from September 2018. And total import growth of – 8.5% YOY highlighted the
weakness of local demand. Indeed, while GDP officially grew by 6.0% YOY in Q3, there is an
increasing perception that the economy is performing far less well.

AUD recovered some ground in October
Australian/US dollar cross rate
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Market bulls about to roar
After bottoming out at USD 57/bbl during October, we expect the crude oil market fundamentals
to improve considerably, elevating Brent Crude to USD 74/bbl before the year-end.
Following a quiet start to October, a strong finish to the month has seemingly kicked the oil market
into gear. The rally late in the month has been driven by a tightening oil fundamentals against a
backdrop of declining inventories and increasing refinery demand.
We expect US crude stocks to hit multi-year lows in November, which, together with a tightening
supply and demand balance, will drive Brent Crude to USD 74/bbl during Q4 2019.
The Baltic Dry Index, the leading indicator of ocean freight prices, has fallen 32 percent since reaching
a five-year high during September.
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